ARCHOS Junior: a range made for children starting at €79.99

Paris –April 24th, 2018 - ARCHOS unveils today the ARCHOS Junior range, consisting of a tablet and
a smartphone, dedicated to a younger public, for 3 year old children for the tablet and 7 year old children
for the smartphone. In addition to an optimized hardware configuration, it includes a dedicated software
offer: parental controls and web filtering from Qustodio, a search engine, and learning and academic
apps (language, science and art), music, videos, coding. The ARCHOS Junior Tab and Phone will be
available from June 2018 starting at €79.99 including VAT.
Parents' questions when it comes to choosing a first tablet can be overwhelming: how do we manage
time spent on the tablet? How do we make sure our child doesn't secretly use the tablet or the
smartphones once in bed? How can we be certain that our child will not be exposed to inappropriate
content? How do we select age-suitable content? For those who choose the smartphone, other
questions arise: how do we guide our child in its first steps on social networks? How do we put our child
away from bad virtual encounters?
These are all genuine concerns for which ARCHOS teams have worked to identify the most relevant
tools and programs for children. It has lead them to enter into agreements with partners, guarantying
edutainment and security for parents and an attraction for children to discover, alone, or with family and
friends, without becoming addicted to the screens.

Optimized hardware configuration
The ARCHOS Junior Tab and Phone include the essential components for a child's use: a quad-core
processor supported by 1 GB of RAM and a storage capacity of 8 GB, expandable by Micro SD card, a

10.1” screen for the tablet and 5” screen for the smartphone, a pleasant resolution to check web pages,
enjoy applications, look at photos and videos. In addition, there are two cameras, a 4,000 and 2,000
MAh battery, various connectors, and numerous ports and sensors to ensure maximum comfort at home
or when travelling.

Optimized content
In addition to the application restriction modes, which can easily be configured from the Google Android
operating system, in particularly the setting of Google Play according to the child's age, the ARCHOS
Junior Tab and Phone include the best solutions for young people:
Parental Control
It is important for parents to be able to control the time their
children spend in front of a screen and the quality of content they
can access.
ARCHOS will offer its users the ability to use Qustodio for free for
one year (subscription value: €42.95/year).
Qustodio is the leading parental control application used by more
than 1.5M users worldwide. It allows parents to define slots while
limiting the daily time spent on the tablet or smartphone. Parents
have a dashboard, accessible from their smartphone or PC, to
monitor the child's digital activity. With this powerful tool, parents
can supervise, manage and look after with one click. Children are
thus protected from the growing number of threats such as
inappropriate content, online harassment, cyber-predators and
addiction.
Secured Search Engine
Qwant Junior is a search engine dedicated to the children. It respects their
privacy while facilitating discovery and sharing through a social approach.
It allows them to better discover and surf the Internet from a real, modern,
fast, and above all secure browser.
Qwant Junior technology ensures that children do not access sites and
content those are unsuitable for their age when browsing. If the child tries
to surf a page with inappropriate content, Qwant Junior blocks access and
explains that the content in question is not adapted to their age and that
they must seek the opinion of an adult. True to Qwant's DNA, this free filtering system does not collect
any personal data. To guarantee better security, the large online video platforms are only accessible in
"restricted" mode, in order to optimize the protection of young users.
Videos
Youtube Kids is the video application specially designed for children. They can safely access their
favorite cartoons, documentaries, music videos. It also allows parents to create multiple profiles based
on the age of children in the family, to set which content may or may not be accessible to their children
and for how long.

Edutainment Applications
Because there are a multitude of applications for children and it is not always easy to know which one
to select, ARCHOS offers a choice of applications with its Junior range that will allow children to have
fun while awakening their curiosity and learning. Applications to learn languages, mathematics, drawing,
the basics of computer coding, will be pre-loaded on the ARCHOS Junior Tab and Phone.

Availability and Price
The ARCHOS Junior Tab and Phone will be available from June 2018 in Europe on www.archos.com
and on the shelves of ARCHOS distribution partners, starting at €79.99.

About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer
electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000,
a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014
and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS designs
and democratizes solutions with high innovation value: tablets and smartphones, home and IoT, urban
mobility and security of blockchains. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia,
ARCHOS has become a strong pan-European player. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of
Eurolist, Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479
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Main Specifications
ARCHOS Junior Tab
Starting at €79.99
Hardware:
Quad core CPU @ 1.3 GHz
GPU Mali 400
RAM: 1 GB
Internal storage capacity: 8 GB – Extensible
via Micro SD card
Screen:
Diagonal size: 10.1 inches
Resolution: 1024x600 pixels
Technology: TN
Software:
Operating system: Google Android 7
Qustodio for Security
Youtube for Kids
Apps store: Google Play Store
Web browser: Qwant Junior
Wireless connections:
WiFi: b/g/n
WiFi direct
Bluetooth
GPS
SAR/DAS: Body: 1,88 W / Kg (10g)
Camera:
Back camera: 2 MP
Front camera: 0,3 MP
Video encoding: 720p
Battery:
Li-Ion
4,000 MHa
Ports and sensors:
Loudspeakers
Audio output: 3,5mm Jack
Microphone
G sensor
Micro USB
USB OTG

Main Specifications
ARCHOS Junior Phone
Starting at €79.99
Hardware:
Quad core CPU @ 1.2 GHz
GPU Mali 400
RAM: 1 Gb
Internal storage capacity: 8 Gb – Extensible via
Micro SD card
Screen:
Diagonal size: 5 inches
Resolution: 854x480 pixels
Technology: TN
Software:
Operating system: Google Android 7
Qustodio for Security
Youtube for Kids
Apps store: Google Play Store
Web browser: Qwant Junior
Wireless connections:
2 SIM slots (micro and standard)
GSM / GPRS / Edge frequencies: 900 / 1800 MHz
3G / WCDMA frequencies: 900 / 2 100 MHz
Data rates: DC-HSPA+ 42Mbps / 11Mbps in 3G
SMS / MMS
WiFi: 802.11 a/b/g/n
WiFi direct
Bluetooth
GPS
FM radio
SAR / DAS: Head: 0,321 W / Kg (10g) / Body: 0,716 W / Kg (10 g)
Camera:
Back camera: 8MP with Flash
Front camera: 2MP
Video encoding: 720p
Battery:
Li-Ion
Removable
2,000 MHa

Ports and sensors:
Loudspeakers
Audio output: 3,5mm Jack
Microphone
Light sensor
G sensor
Micro USB
USB OTG

